THE SUN NUTRITION HUB

A space for dialogue and learning – for greater impact at the country level

21-25 MAY 2018
VILLA LE BOCAGE
PALAIS DES NATIONS
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND
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ABOUT THE SUN NUTRITION HUB

During the 71st World Health Assembly, the Scaling Up Nutrition (SUN) Movement Secretariat will host a SUN Nutrition Hub, for country representatives and other key stakeholders, to discuss how to increase impact for improved nutrition in countries.

EVENT PROGRAMME

MONDAY
21 MAY
12:30PM
Reception: Welcome to the SUN Nutrition Hub and about the SUN Movement

TUESDAY
22 MAY
7:30AM
Breakfast: Country exchange on all forms of malnutrition (by invitation only)

12:30PM
Panel discussion: Nutrition in fragile and conflict-affected contexts

4PM
Facebook Live: Why gender equality matters to nutrition (via livestream only)

6PM
Documentary screening & panel: The documentary 'MILK', followed by a discussion and reception

WEDNESDAY
23 MAY
7:30AM
Breakfast: Innovative financing for nutrition (by invitation only)

12:30PM
Panel discussion: Building partnerships to address multiple forms of malnutrition

3PM
Country-to-country dialogues: Francophone SUN Countries (for SUN Countries & Networks only)

6:30PM
Panel discussion & reception: Nutrition for adolescent girls – Reaching the furthest behind first

THURSDAY
24 MAY
10AM
Workshop: Assessing and measuring capacity for nutrition

12:30PM
Panel discussion: Strengthening the environment for multi-stakeholder nutrition cooperation

3PM
Country-to-country dialogues: Anglophone SUN Countries (for SUN Countries & Networks only)

6:30PM
Briefing & reception: The upcoming "Food Systems Dialogues"

TO REGISTER FOR EVENTS & TO LEARN MORE:
HTTP://BIT.LY/NUTRITIONHUBSUN